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 Abstract- We presents a new framework to study the co-evolution of cultural change and trade. The design aims for a trade-off between the flexibility necessary for the implementation of multiple models and the structure necessary for the comparison between the models implemented. To create this framework we propose an Agent-Based Model relying on agents producing, exchanging and associating values to a list of goods. We present the key concepts of the framework and two examples of its implementation which allow us to show the flexibility of our framework. Moreover, we compare the results obtained by the two models, thus validating the structure of the framework. Finally, we validate the implementation of a trading model by studying the price structure it produces.  
I. INTRODUCTION 
 Cultural change comprises processes that modify spread of information by social interaction within a population [1]  and numerous social scientists are using an evolutionary framework to model this [2]. Here we use this framework to study economics, a social activity that depends on particular cultural traits: the value attributed to goods used to trade during the economic activity. Multiple cultural processes could influence the way those values evolve through space and time leading to different trade dynamics. We focus on the way those values are transmitted and vary form individual to individual, and on the bias that affect this transmission. We propose a framework that allow us to implement and test hypotheses and claims made about the nature of such transmission processes and bias and study how those claims and hypotheses affects a given economy.  
 
II. FRAMEWORK 
 To explore the co-evolution between trade and cultural change we developed a framework where the different agents produce and trade goods. The model is composed of 
a population Pop of m agents. Each agent i is defined by 2 vectors Qi and Vi of size n. Qi store the quantity of each good owned by i and Vi represents the price estimated by i for each of the i good. Given the prices attributed by the agents for each goods (Vi), trade are done or not (l.13). Given the quantities (Qi) gathered, a score reflecting the ``economic success'' of each agent is attributed (l.17). Finally, the value attributed to each good Vi is modified (l.19-20).   We propose two different ways to implement this modification:   1. Neutral Model: agent randomly copy a Vi among the population. 2. Trade Model: agent tends to copy more often the Vi of the most successful agents (i.e. with high score).  
III. RESULTS 
 A. Distribution of Cultural Variants We first compare the impact of different CulturalTransmission mechanism on the distribution of frequencies of traits (the belief about the price of each goods).  
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Fig. 1.  Comparaison of the distribution of frequencies between the 
neutral and the trade model. 
 The figure 1 shows that when CulturalTransmission is neutral (agents randomly copy prices) the distribution follow the well know power law [2] but when transmission is not neutral but biased by the economical success of the agents, the power law disappear. 
B. Economic Dynamics & Equilibrium Position figures and tables at the tops and bottoms of columns. Avoid placing them in the middle of columns. Large figures and tables may span across both columns.   
Fig. 2.  Evolution of the score within the two different models for two 
typical run with 500 agents and 3 goods evolving during 10000 timesteps. 
As expected when CulturalTransmission is random (i.e., agents modify their belief about the prices randomly), the scores evolve randomly (fig 2, left) whereas when a non random copy mechanism is used (i.e. agents tend to copy score of successful agents), scores increased toward the maximum score. 
As shown by the figure 3, the raise of the score of the agents comes from the fact that the mechanism of CulturalTransmission biased by the economic success of the agents allows them to quickly estimates prices that converge toward their optimal value . Thus it allows them to make 
more efficient trade and increase their economic success (see also [4]). 
Fig. 3.  Evolution of prices toward optimum prices. The figure 
represents the mean of the difference between a given price for one good g 
(vig) and the optimal value of this price (ṽig), computed at each timestep for 
each goods and for 100 runs in a setup with 500 agents where 3 goods are 
trade. CONCLUSION 
Integrating cultural and economic dynamics into an evolutionary framework is a good candidate to study such systems. It allows one to study precise mechanisms and to easily test and compare different model of such mechanisms.  In future works we hope to fruitfully apply that tool to validate, interpret and propose hypotheses about economics and cultural dynamics at work during the Roman Empire. 
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